ACROSS  
1. Spanish aunt  
4. Wood with man or woman  
10. Relative in a Kopt title  
13. Baltic native  
14. Architects' drafts  
15. — — pickle  
19. One source of sweetbreads  
20. — — up-and-go  
21. Dregs  
22. Pertaining to a process of segmentation: Biol.  
25. Let it stand  
26. — — longa...”  
27. Transient's stopover  
30. Appearance: Comb. form  
32. Wooly  
34. “He was — — to shame”: Shakespeare  
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37. Opposite of 54 Across  
38. Pronoun  
39. — — Japanese War  
40. U.S. naturalist  
41. Hybrid Greek god  
42. Incline  
46. “Solomon Grundy, — —...”  
50. Mideastern ruler  
52. Military abbr.  
53. “... in this we stand — —”: Milton  
54. Regal  
57. Cereal grain  
58. Characteristic of a Cyclops  
59. Nice seasons  
60. To an extreme  
61. — — wife  
62. N.Y. time zone

DOWN  
1. Serge's bark  
2. “You can't prove — —!”  
3. Ecclesiastes occasion  
4. “I — — Lonely”  
5. N.T. book  
6. Gadflies of a sort  
7. Educates  
8. Philippine island, scene of landing in 1944  
9. Seer's gift, for short  
10. George Cukor, to “A Star Is Born”  
11. Pay one's share  
12. “... in all my born — —!”  
13. Certain sealing agents  
17. Capek classic  
18. Member of Elap's pride  
23. Net  
24. Relaxes  
28. Opposite of WNW  
29. Steered  
31. Student, at times  
32. Upperclassmen: Abbr.  
33. Spanish article  
34. San Francisco hill  
35. Suffix denoting origin  
36. — — of a Nation  
37. Moon goddess  
39. Farmed  
41. Kind of plant

IN THE BEGINNING

A good place to start this search is at 3 Down. Even hard-to-find words like 22 Across will fall.

43. Conforms  
44. Game necessity  
45. W.W. II correspondent and family  
46. Not: anybody  
47. Means of transportation  
49. Black  
50. Castle protection  
51. Drag behind  
52. Ogle